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Thinking Lenses 2021-11-11 if you want creative freedom and personal development then this is the book for you thinking lenses how to find your creative voice is for photography lovers and enthusiasts around the world
you can use this book for education business research fun entertainment personal development inspiration hobby and so on this book is for beginners as well as advanced photographers thinking lenses is the ultimate 6 step
method that guides you in finding your own creative voice it can unlock your creative potential and realize your personal photo dreams this book contains essential photo exercises creative inspiration and personal
development the author photographer and art historian charlotte kim boed s mission is to empower you to find your personal photo voice and activate your creativity charlotte says i want to inspire you to work
creatively with your photography and to find your personal photo voice as photographer i am interested in creativity as it brings a lot of joy and pleasure in my life i want to share my working experience with you i think
that creative photography can enrich your life as well as fun and enjoyment goes hand in hand with creativity working for over 25 years with photo creativity she says when we are born everybody is born with creativity
as we get older we seem to lose and forget our creativity find home again and enjoy yourself charlotte suggests see more about charlotte and the creative photo school at kimplusphoto com
Narratives of Art Practice and Mental Wellbeing 2014-10-17 narratives of art practice and mental wellbeing draws on extensive research carried out with mental health service users who are also practicing artists
using narrative data gained through hours of reflective conversation it explores not whether art can contribute to positive wellbeing and improved mental health as this is now established ground but rather how art
works and the role art making can play in people s lives as they encounter crises relapse recovery or beyonding the book maps the delicate ways in which finding a means to tell our story sometimes is the creative project we
seek and offers a reminder of how intrinsically linked our life trajectories are with creative opportunities it describes the wide range of artistic activity occurring in health and community settings and the meanings of these
practices to people with histories of mental turbulence drawing on psychoanalytic theory the book explore the stories and various forms of visual arts practices spoken of and considers the art making processes the
creative moments and the objects which in some cases have changed people s lives the seven chapters of the book offer a blend of personal testimony theory debate critique and celebration and examine key topics of
deliberation within the fields of art therapy arts in health community arts practice participatory arts and widening participation within arts education it will be valuable reading for researchers students artists and
practitioners in these fields
Glitter 2022-06-02 object lessons is a series of short beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary things glitter reveals the complexity of an object often dismissed as frivolous nicole seymour describes
how glitter s consumption and status have shifted across centuries from ancient cosmetic to queer activist tool environmental pollutant to biodegradable accessory along with its composition which has variously
included insects glass rocks salt sugar plastic and cellulose through a variety of examples from glitterbombing to glitter beer seymour shows how this substance reflects the entanglements of consumerism emotion
environmentalism and gender sexual identity object lessons is published in partnership with an essay series in the atlantic
Sharpening the Haze 2020-01-07 this volume presents ten visual essays that reflect on the historical cultural and socio political legacies of empires drawing on a variety of visual genres and forms including
photographs illustrated advertisements stills from site specific art performances and films and maps the book illuminates the contours of empire s social worlds and its political legacies through the visual essay the
guiding titular metaphor sharpening the haze captures our commitment to frame empire from different vantage points seeking focus within its plural modes of power we contend that critical scholarship on empires would
benefit from more creative attempts to reveal and confront empire broadly the essays track a course from interrogations of imperial pasts to subversive reinscriptions of imperial images in the present even as both projects
inform each author s intervention
Pioneering Participatory Art Practices 2024-05-31 participatory art practices allow members of an audience to actively contribute to the creation of art annemarie kok provides a detailed analysis and explanation of
the use of participatory strategies in art in the so called long sixties starting around 1958 and ending around 1974 in western europe drawing on extensive archival materials and with the help of the toolbox of the
actor network theory she maps out the various actors of three case studies of participatory projects by john dugger and david medalla piotr kowalski and telewissen all of which were part of documenta 5 kassel 1972
Security Sector Reform and Citizen Security 2019-12-12 while widely considered a core pillar of the peace and security architecture security sector reform ssr is coming under fire ssr theory and practice are criticized for
being overly focused on traditional conflict and post conflict settings and for being unable to adjust to unconventional settings marked by chronic crime and terrorism ssr tends to be disproportionately focused on
national institutions and less amenable to engaging at the subnational scale drawing on the experiences of so called citizen security measures in cities across latin america and the caribbean this paper offers some
opportunities for renewing and revitalizing ssr the emphasis of citizen security interventions on multiple forms of insecurity data driven and evidence informed prevention the promotion of social cohesion and efficacy and
designing crime prevention into the social and built environment are all insights that can positively reinforce comprehensive ssr measures in the 21st century
Dangerous Science 2020-02-04 the public is generally enthusiastic about the latest science and technology but sometimes research threatens the physical safety or ethical norms of society when this happens scientists
and engineers can find themselves unprepared in the midst of an intense science policy debate in the absence of convincing evidence technological optimists and skeptics struggle to find common values on which to build
consensus the best way to avoid these situations is to sidestep the instigating controversy by using a broad risk benefit assessment as a risk exploration tool to help scientists and engineers design experiments and
technologies that accomplish intended goals while avoiding physical or moral dangers dangerous science explores the intersection of science policy and risk analysis to detail failures in current science policy practices and
what can be done to help minimize the negative impacts of science and technology on society
Unlocking Environmental Narratives 2022-12-14 understanding the role of humans in environmental change is one of the most pressing challenges of the 21st century environmental narratives written texts with a focus
on the environment offer rich material capturing relationships between people and surroundings we take advantage of two key opportunities for their computational analysis massive growth in the availability of digitised
contemporary and historical sources and parallel advances in the computational analysis of natural language we open by introducing interdisciplinary research questions related to the environment and amenable to
analysis through written sources the reader is then introduced to potential collections of narratives including newspapers travel diaries policy documents scientific proposals and even fiction we demonstrate the
application of a range of approaches to analysing natural language computationally introducing key ideas through worked examples and providing access to the sources analysed and accompanying code the second part
of the book is centred around case studies each applying computational analysis to some aspect of environmental narrative themes include the use of language to describe narratives about glaciers urban gentrification
diversity and writing about nature and ways in which locations are conceptualised and described in nature writing we close by reviewing the approaches taken and presenting an interdisciplinary research agenda for future
work the book is designed to be of interest to newcomers to the field and experienced researchers and set out in a way that it can be used as an accompanying text for graduate level courses in for example geography



environmental history or the digital humanities
The Security Sector Governance–Migration Nexus 2021-05-13 the main argument is that improving migrants rights and conceptual linkages between ssg r and migration is best achieved by decentring our gaze namely going
beyond the national and state centric view that characterizes traditionally ssg r and to consider the agency of both migrants and ssr actors first from a migrants perspective it is key for ssr actors to go beyond
traditional legal classifications and to consider the diversity of personal situations that involve refugees stranded migrants and asylum seekers which might endorse different roles at different times of their journeys and
lives second the transnational nature of migration calls for a transnationalization of ssg r too for too long the concept has mostly been applied within the national setting of ssr institutions and actors migration
calls for a clear decentring that involves a transnational dimension and more work among transnational actors and policymakers to facilitate a norm transfer from the domestic to the interstate and international level
as such the transnational nature of migration and its governance needs to be domesticated within the national context in order to change the mindset of ssg r actors and institutions more importantly the paper argues
that poor ssg r at home produces refugees and incentivizes migrants to leave their countries after being victims of violence by law enforcement and security services during migrants complex and fragmented journeys good
security sector governance is fundamental to address key challenges faced by these vulnerable groups i also argue that a better understanding of migrants and refugees security needs is beneficial and central to the good
governance of the security sector after reviewing the key terms of migration and its drivers in section 2 section 3 reviews how ssg is part of the implementation of the gcm ssr actors play a role in shaping migratory routes
and refugees incentives to leave in explaining migrants and refugees resilience in protecting migrants and refugees and in providing security although it cautions against artificial classifications and the term of transit
migration section 4 reviews what the core challenges are in the countries of origin transit and destination section 5 provides a detailed overview of the linkages between migration and each security actor the military
police forces intelligence services border guards interior ministries private actors criminal justice parliaments independent oversight bodies and civil society section 6 formulates some recommendations
Communicating the Past in the Digital Age 2020-02-06 recent developments in the field of archaeology are not only progressing archaeological fieldwork but also changing the way we practise and present archaeology
today as these digital technologies are being used more and more every day on excavations or in museums this also means that we must change the way we approach teaching and communicating archaeology as a discipline
the communication of archaeology is an often neglected but ever more important part of the profession instead of traditional lectures and museum displays we can interact with the past in various ways students of
archaeology today need to learn and understand these technologies but can on the other hand also profit from them in creative ways of teaching and learning the same holds true for visitors to a museum this volume
presents the outcome of a two day international symposium on digital methods in teaching and learning in archaeology held at the university of cologne in october 2018 addressing exactly this topic specialists from
around the world share their views on the newest developments in the field of archaeology and the way we teach these with the help of archaeogaming augmented and virtual reality 3d reconstruction and many more
thirteen chapters cover different approaches to teaching and learning archaeology in universities and museums and offer insights into modern day ways to communicate the past in a digital age
Parliaments’ Contributions to Security Sector Governance/Reform and the Sustainable Development Goals 2022-02-24 the united nation s sustainable development goal sdg 16 calls for the establishment of peaceful
just and inclusive societies the security sector has the potential to contribute to sdg16 through the fulfilment of its traditional and non traditional security tasks however the security sector can also detract from
sdg16 when it acts outside the confines of the law good governance of the sector is therefore a prerequisite to achieving sdg16 and parliaments can make an important contribution to accountability and good governance
parliaments contribute to both transparency and accountability of the sector through their various functions and act as a counterweight to executive dominance including in the executive s use of security forces yet in
times of crisis states run a risk of executive dominance and executives are often quick to resort to the use of the security sector to address an array of challenges this risk also emerged during the global covid 19
pandemic where states used the security sector notably the military and police in various ways to respond to the pandemic this study reviewed the utilisation of the security sector in south africa the philippines and the uk
during the first year of the covid 19 outbreak resulting in varied outcomes ranging from positive humanitarian contributions to misconduct and brutality that led to the death of citizens the initial lockdowns in these
countries constrained parliamentary activity resulting in a lack of adequate parliamentary oversight of security sector utilisation when it was most needed parliaments did recover oversight of the sector to varied
degrees but often with limited depth of inquiry into the covid 19 deployments to prevent the security sector from detracting from sdg16 the study identified a need for a rapid parliamentary reaction capability to security
sector utilisation especially in cases of extraordinary deployments coupled with an elevated risk of executive dominance
Monstrous Liminality 2022-01-24 this book examines the transformation of the figure of the stranger in the literature of the modern age in terms of liminality as a spectral monster that has a paradoxical and liminal
relationship to both the sacred and the secular the figure of the modern stranger has played a role in both adapting and shaping a culturally determined understanding of the self and the other with the advent of modernity
the stranger the monster and the spectre became interconnected haunting the edges of reason while also being absorbed into normal society all three together with the cyborg manifest the vulnerability of an age that is
fearful of the return of the repressed yet these figures can also become re appropriated as positive symbols able to navigate between the dangerous and chaotic elements that threaten society while serving as precarious
and ironic symbols of hope or sustainability the book shows the explanatory potential of focusing on the resacralizing in a paradoxical and liminal manner of traditionally sacred concepts such as messianic time and the
utopian and the conflicts that emerged as a result of secularized modernity s denial of its own hybridization this approach to modern literature shows how the modern stranger a figure that is both paradoxically immersed
and removed from society deals with the dangers of failing to be re assimilated into mainstream society and is caught in a fixed or permanent state of liminality a state that can ultimately lead to boredom alienation
nihilism and failure these monstrous aspects of liminality can also be rewarding in that traversing difficult and paradoxical avenues they confront both traditional and contemporary viewpoints enabling new and fresh
perspectives suspended between imagination and reality past and future nature and artificial in many ways the modern stranger as a figure of literature and the cultural imagination has become more complicated and
challenging in the post modern contemporary age both clashing with and encompassing people who go beyond simply the psychological or even spiritual inability to blend in and out of society however while the stranger may
be altering once again the defining or essentializing the figure could result in the creation of other sets of binaries and thereby dissolve the purpose and productiveness of both strangeness and liminality the intention of
monstrous liminality is to trace the liminal sphere located between the secular and sacred that has characterized modernity itself this space has consequently altered the makeup of the stranger from something external
into a figure far more liminal which is forced to traverse this uncanny space in an attempt to find new meanings for an age that is struggling to maintain any
Political Science at the LSE 2021-09-13 this monograph traces the emergence and evolution of the lse government department from 1895 to 2020 focusing on the personalities that guided the development of the
department the social and political contexts the department existed within its research agenda and course structure and the location of the department in british politics it also charts the evolution of the discipline of



political science in britain itself the volume is divided chronologically into four chapters each covering roughly similar time periods in the department s history and focuses on the events that shaped it personalities events
and location key themes are the development of political science in britain the impact of location on the lse government department the professionalisation of academia in britain and the microcosm the department presents of
british political life during each time period the conflicts between progressive and conservative forces are a recurring theme which helps link the internal dynamics of the department with the wider social and political
contexts that occurred from the beginning of the school to its 125th anniversary the volume uses detailed archival research particularly in the early chapters as well as over thirty interviews with a range of
individuals with unique perspectives on the department these include current and former faculty and students ranging from academics such as christopher hood anne phillips and tony travers to graduates who have
subsequently become politicians such as anneliese dodds former uk shadow chancellor of the exchequer and kennedy stewart and michael fougere both mayors in canada as well as others with strong links to the department
such as meghnad baron desai and professors tim besley and nick barr this monograph offers a wealth of insights on the history of political science not only at the lse but in british academia more broadly it speaks to a wide
historical and social science audience concerned with fabian and socialist history the history of politics and education and the development of british political science of course it also offers appeal to more immediate
audiences such as prospective and current students alumni and others throughout the wider lse community as a history of the lse as well as of the development of british higher education it serves as both a specific case
study and a general representative of wider trends within universities during the twentieth and early twentieth first centuries a unique feature of this monograph is that it represents the collective efforts of students from
the lse government department including undergraduate msc and phd who worked under the leadership of professor cheryl schonhardt bailey head of government department and dr gordon bannerman british historian this
collaboration has enabled a rich array of perspectives on the history of the department but has also brought the monograph to life with personal ties to the department itself
Ethnographies of Collaborative Economies across Europe 2022-12-30 sharing economy and collaborative economy refer to a proliferation of initiatives business models digital platforms and forms of work that
characterise contemporary life from community led initiatives and activist campaigns to the impact of global sharing platforms in contexts such as network hospitality transportation etc sharing the common lens of
ethnographic methods this book presents in depth examinations of collaborative economy phenomena the book combines qualitative research and ethnographic methodology with a range of different collaborative economy
case studies and topics across europe it uniquely offers a truly interdisciplinary approach it emerges from a unique long term multinational cross european collaboration between researchers from various disciplines e g
sociology anthropology geography business studies law computing information systems career stages and epistemological backgrounds brought together by a shared research interest in the collaborative economy this
book is a further contribution to the in depth qualitative understanding of the complexities of the collaborative economy phenomenon these rich accounts contribute to the painting of a complex landscape that spans
several countries and regions and diverse political cultural and organisational backdrops this book also offers important reflections on the role of ethnographic researchers and on their stance and outlook that are of
paramount interest across the disciplines involved in collaborative economy research
Virtual Heritage 2021-07-22 virtual heritage has been explained as virtual reality applied to cultural heritage but this definition only scratches the surface of the fascinating applications tools and challenges of this
fast changing interdisciplinary field this book provides an accessible but concise edited coverage of the main topics tools and issues in virtual heritage leading international scholars have provided chapters to explain
current issues in accuracy and precision challenges in adopting advanced animation techniques shows how archaeological learning can be developed in minecraft they propose mixed reality is conceptual rather than just
technical they explore how useful linked open data can be for art history explain how accessible photogrammetry can be but also ethical and practical issues for applying at scale provide insight into how to provide
interaction in museums involving the wider public and describe issues in evaluating virtual heritage projects not often addressed even in scholarly papers the book will be of particular interest to students and scholars in
museum studies digital archaeology heritage studies architectural history and modelling virtual environments
Variance in Approach Toward a ‘Sustainable’ Coffee Industry in Costa Rica 2019-12-18 dr melissa vogt considers the influence of rainforest alliance and fairtrade in coffee farming communities of costa rica from 2009
2019 sustainability certifications schemes are working amongst a range of sustainability efforts unique by their intra market location the intentions of each certification scheme must be clarified prior to evaluation and
their influence considered amongst contextually specific historic and contemporary considerations and alongside the range of sustainability efforts the advantages and disadvantages opportunities for improvement and
how alternative mechanisms might improve upon or complement sustainability certification schemes are explained an epilogue considers how prioritisation of coffee as a cash crop may align with sustainability the influence
on biodiversity community health and income and the possible implication of reduced coffee crop density for consumers the market and farming landscapes is considered how sustainability standards might better encourage
more ambitious sustainability in farming landscapes is for future consideration
Cultural heritage in the realm of the commons 2020-10-05 cultural heritage was invented in the realm of nation states and from an early point it was considered a public asset stewarded to narrate the historic deeds of
the ancestors on behalf of their descendants nowadays as the neoliberal narrative would have it it is for the benefit of these tax paying citizens that privatisation logic on heritage sector have been increasing over recent
decades to cover their needs in the name of social responsibility and other truncated views of the welfare state this volume examines whether we can place cultural heritage at the other end of the spectrum as a common
good and potentially as a commons it does so by looking at greece as a case study lately a battlefield of harsh and experimental austerity measures but also of inspiring grass roots mobilisation and scholarship
currently blossoming to defend the right of communities to enjoy collaboratively manage and co create goods by the people for the people since cultural heritage and culture in general is hastily bundled up with other
goods and services in various arguments for and against their public character this volume invites several experts to discuss their views on their field of expertise and reflect on the overarching theme can cultural heritage
be considered a commons if so what are the advantages and pitfalls concerning theory practice and management of heritage what can we learn from other public resources with a longer history in commons based or market
oriented interpretation and governance can a commons approach allow us to imagine and start working towards a better more inclusive and meaningful future for heritage
Plan S for Shock 2022-01-27 plan s for shock the open access initiative that changed the face of global research this is the story of open access publishing why it matters now and for the future in a world where
information has never been so accessible and answers are available at the touch of a fingertip we are hungrier for the facts than ever before something the covid 19 crisis has brought to light and yet paywalls put in place
by multi billion dollar publishing houses are still preventing millions from accessing quality scientific knowledge and public trust in science is under threat on 4 september 2018 a bold new initiative known as plan s was
unveiled kickstarting a world wide shift in attitudes towards open access research for the first time funding agencies across continents joined forces to impose new rules on the publication of research with the aim of one
day making all research free and available to all what followed was a debate of global proportions as stakeholders asked who has the right to access publicly funded research will it ever be possible to enforce change



on a multi billion dollar market dominated by five major players here the scheme s founder robert jan smits makes a compelling case for open access and reveals for the first time how he set about turning his controversial
plan into reality as well as some of the challenges faced along the way in telling his story smits argues that the covid 19 crisis has exposed the traditional academic publishing system as unsustainable
"The Star" for Beginners 2021-10-18 in the star of redemption written at the end and after world war i and published in 1921 franz rosenzweig presented an epoch making jewish inspired philosophy of religion in three steps
each with three chapters or books rosenzweig unfolds in it his view of god the world and man their interrelationship and their contribution and role in the redemption of the world in this introduction young and old
rosenzweig scholars take readers by the hand chapter by chapter book by book they lead safely through rosenzweig s argumentation making sometimes difficult lines of thought comprehensible and plausible the chapter
introductions open up reliable access for interested readers and new perspectives for connoisseurs
The Nexus Between Security Sector Governance/Reform and Sustainable Development Goal-16 2021-05-27 this security sector reform ssr paper offers a universal and analytical perspective on the linkages between
security sector governance ssg ssr ssg r and sustainable development goal 16 sdg 16 focusing on conflict and post conflict settings as well as transitional and consolidated democracies against the background of
development and security literatures traditionally maintaining separate and compartmentalized presence in both academic and policymaking circles it maintains that the contemporary security and development related
challenges are inextricably linked requiring effective measures with an accurate understanding of the nature of these challenges in that sense sdg 16 is surely a good step in the right direction after comparing and
contrasting ssg r and sdg 16 this ssr paper argues that human security lies at the heart of the nexus between the 2030 agenda of the united nations un and ssg r to do so it first provides a brief overview of the scholarly
and policymaking literature on the development security nexus to set the background for the adoption of the agenda 2030 next it reviews the literature on ssg r and sdgs and how each concept evolved over time it then
identifies the puzzle this study seeks to address by comparing and contrasting ssg r with sdg 16 after making a case that human security lies at the heart of the nexus between the un s 2030 agenda and ssg r this book
analyses the strengths and weaknesses of human security as a bridge between ssg r and sdg 16 and makes policy recommendations on how ssg r bolstered by human security may help achieve better results on the sdg 16
targets it specifically emphasizes the importance of transparency oversight and accountability on the one hand and participative approach and local ownership on the other it concludes by arguing that a simultaneous
emphasis on security and development is sorely needed for addressing the issues under the purview of sdg 16
Educational visions 2019-12-18 what have been the biggest successes in educational technology and why have they succeeded when others have failed educational visions shows how innovations including citizen science
learning at scale inclusive education learning design and analytics have developed over decades the book is shaped by the visions pursued by one research group for the past 40 years it outlines the group s framework for
innovation and shows how this can be put into practice to achieve long term results that benefit both students and teachers at every educational level
Decentralised Energy 2020-01-14 the energy system is undergoing a fundamental transformation from fossil to renewable energy from central power plants to distributed decentralised generation facilities such as
rooftop solar panels or wind parks from utilities to private residents as producers of energy and from analogue to digital this book looks at the energy transformation from two complementary angles governance and
business model innovation on the one side governance is a decisive factor for the success of the transformation because it can act as an accelerator or it can delay the process on the other side entrepreneurs and
corporate decision makers provide new business models for a decentralised energy world based on best practices country studies and interviews with ceos and founders of startups from all over the world the global game
changer suggests eight key principles for political decision makers to successfully implement the transformation and six core competencies for corporate decision makers to thrive in the new marketplace
Digital Culture & Society (DCS) 2022-08-31 capturing personal data in exchange for free services is now ubiquitous in networked media and recently led to diagnoses of surveillance and platform capitalism in social
media discourse dataveillance and data mining have been criticized as new forms of capitalist exploitation for some time from social photos selfies and image communities on the internet to connected viewing and streaming
and video conferencing during the corona pandemic the digital image is not only predominantly networked but also accessed through platforms and structured by their economic imperatives data acquisition techniques and
algorithmic processing in this issue the contributors show how participation and commodification are closely linked to the production circulation consumption and operativity of images and visual communication raising
the question of the role networked images play for and within the proliferating surveillance capitalism
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